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MPC4

Question 1



Student Response



MPC4

Commentary

(a) The answer for the remainder was not given in the question. The candidate is correct.

(b) (i) The answer is given in the question. The candidates simply writes down 2f( )
3

 with no

details of any evaluation shown. Thus the mark is not awarded.

(b) (ii) The candidates correctly notes from (i) that  3 2x  is a factor so gets a mark. He fails

to note from (a) that  3 1x  cannot be a factor as there is a non-zero remainder, and

attempts to divide  f x by it, but doesn’t recover the remainder from (a). He now divides

what he believes to be the result by  3 2x  without any apparent conclusion. Had he divided

 f x by  3 2x  he probably would have gained at least one more mark and might well have

completed successfully.

(b)(iii) The candidate doesn’t have three linear factors for  f x but nor does he factorise the

quadratic expression correctly; he can make no further progress and scores no marks.

Mark scheme



Question 2

Student response



MPC4

Commentary

(a) In differentiating the equation for y, the candidate has treated 1
2

as if it were 2, although

her derivative of 1
t

is correct. She uses the chain rule correctly, but cannot get the right

answer for the gradient, so also loses the final mark.
(b) She however uses her gradient to find the gradient of the normal and continues to find an
equation of the normal correctly, so is awarded full marks for part (b).
(c) In principle, the candidate understands what is required, but makes an error in finding her
expression for 2t so loses this mark. Her approach has merit, but had she gone through the

simpler 3 4x t  stage first, she might well not have made the error and gone onto score full
marks. As it is she cannot get a correct form for the cartesian equation so loses the final
accuracy mark as well.
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Question 3

Student Response



MPC4

Commentary

(a) The candidate has started correctly and continued to use correct double angle formulae
for cos 2 and sin 2x x . However, she makes an expansion error in the fifth line and continues

to carry the 2sin cosx x term until it is just ”lost” in the last line. Also rather than using
2 2sin cos 1x x  to eliminate 2cos x she returns to the double angle cosine, and this time

makes an error in replacing it in terms of sin x . It is sensible in a proof of an identity question
such as this to write down formulae likely to be of use, as she has done in the highlighted
area. Unfortunately for this candidate, this version of cos 2x is not correct.
(b) The candidate seems uncertain as to how to approach the integral. She seems to think
she should use the identity from (a) but inexplicably replaces the sin 3x with 0. She then

solves for 3sin x not realising that she now has an equation in sin x and attempts the

integral. She has the integral of sin x correct. but this gains no marks out of the context of

using the identity. Had she attempted to solve the identity for 3sin x and then integrated she
might well have scored 2 marks.
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Question 4



MPC4

Student Response



Commentary

(a) (i) The candidate sets out his opening line of the binomial expansion very clearly but

drops the brackets on his 2x term and thus makes a sign error.
(a) (ii) The candidate knows in principle what to do, but makes an error in taking out the 81; it

should be
1
481 , the fourth root of 81. He continues his expansion by using his opening line

from part (a) but fails to indicate that the  16
81

term should be squared. He now cannot get the

given answer, but he divides by 27 for no reason other than this does give the first two terms.
He gains only 1 mark for attempting to use his expansion from (a).

(b) The candidate understands what to do and substitutes 1
16

x correctly. His evaluation

looks to be correct, but he hasn’t rounded to seven decimal places, so loses the final mark.
His comment of “approx 3” suggest he didn’t read the question carefully.
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Question 5

Student Response



MPC4

Commentary

(a) (i) The candidate makes a sensible start with the sketch of the 3 4 5 triangle.
(a) (ii) She expands cos( )  correctly but loses a mark through not substituting for

sin and cos  with the now known values.

(a) (iii) The sketch of the 5 12 13 triangle is again helpful and she has written 12sin
13

  .

However, in substituting in her expansion from part (ii), the angles have become confused
with the values of their sines and cosines and the subsequent line is meaningless. Thus
these 2 marks are denied.
(b) (i) The identity for tan 2x is used clearly in obtaining the given quadratic equation in tan x .

(b) (ii) She replaces x with 1
222 , which is acceptable, and knows she is to solve this

quadratic equation but there is a lack of confidence in her approach. An apparent attempt to

factorise is sensibly abandoned given there is a 2 in the final answer, but the attempt to
use the quadratic formula is not clear. She scores 1 mark for a correct opening line only.
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Question 6

Student Response



MPC4

Commentary

(a) The candidate has used a conventional partial fractions approach to find the values of A
and B.
(b) The candidate does not apparently know these are standard ln integrals and he makes an
error in the integration which leads to a result which is nonsense as this is an indefinite
integral. However, it doesn’t occur to him to check any of his working.
(c) The candidate knows he is to separate the variables, but just manipulates the expression
to what he believes is an integrable form, making algebraic errors and using poor calculus
notation. He scores 1 mark for the attempt but both integrals are incorrect. He fails to add an
arbitrary constant so can score no further marks. However, he takes the given answer and

just demonstrates that it is satisfied by  3,1 , apparently believing this shows the given result

is true.
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Question 7



Student Response
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Commentary

(a) The candidate starts with a very clear and correct use of the distance formula. Had she

also written down the vector AB


it might have helped her in part (b).
(b) She knows the formula she should use to find the required angle, but she uses the wrong

vectors in the scalar product. Despite writing down AB.l she actually uses the vectors OA


and OB


,the given point B on line l rather than its direction. Thus she scores no marks for

the scalar product. She finds the moduli of two vectors, but has now changed to AB


and the
direction of line I , so her moduli are inconsistent with her scalar product and she thus scores
no marks for attempted use of the formula.
(c) The candidates opening line suggests she understands the question with point C written

as  , ,x y z . She seems to realise that expanding the brackets is not fruitful, and seems to

know she should make use of the given fact that point C lies on line l, as she has written it
down but what she has on the right hand side isn’t clear, although she now seems to think

, andx y z form a direction vector. She apparently gives up in confusion and scores no

marks. Had she just substituted her expressions in  from the line for , andx y z into her

opening line she would have scored at least 1 mark and quite possibly more.
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Question 8



Student Response
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Commentary

(a) (i) The candidate appears not to understand what “formulate a differential equation”
means as he has written down a relationship between andx t , without a derivative present.
(a) (ii) However, here he does seem to realise a derivative is involved but changes one of the
variables to y. he also has a product of two constants on the right hand side. His next line is
in fact correct, and he gets the correct value for k, but there is no evidence here that he
knows 20 000 is the value of x . He thus scores no marks. He would have scored 1 mark had
he included an x which could be seen to become 20 000 in the way his derivative is seen to
become 500.
(b) (i) He finds the value of A correctly.
(b) (ii) He starts the solution of the equation for t correctly, but makes a mistake in taking
logarithms in omitting the + sign; he would probably have done better had he divided by 1300
first. However, he proceeds and deduces that t is negative. He doesn’t query his answer in
the context of the question and the given equation, which in fact makes it nonsense, and he
simply deducts it from 2008.
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